熱門話題

1. Recombinant erythropoietin treatments in preterm infants
2. Organ transplant agencies launch new transfer protocols
3. Liquid biopsy test from Roche Molecular Diagnostics gets FDA approval
4. Scientists use gene editing in quest to grow human organs in pigs
5. Research validates less costly liquid biopsy for cancer
6. Neuroblastoma study finds longer survival with double stem cell transplant
7. Culturing of kidney progenitor cells advances
8. New blood test could help personalize antidepressant treatment
9. Peptoids used to develop blood test for diseases without antigens
10. Better screening methods for Zika virus are needed to protect the blood supply

期刊搜尋

1. Highlighting oft-overlooked granulocyte-colony-stimulating factor kinetics
2. Prognostic risk-stratified score for predicting mortality in hospitalized patients with thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura: nationally representative data from 2007 to 2012
3. Clq-binding anti-HLA antibodies do not predict platelet transfusion failure in Trial to Reduce Alloimmunization to Platelets study participants
4. Blood removal therapy in hereditary hemochromatosis induces a stress response resulting in improved genome integrity
5. High-throughput strategy for molecular identification of Vel– blood donors employing nucleic acids extracted from plasma pools used for viral nucleic acid test screening
6. Reduced alloimmunization in mice following repeated transfusion with pathogen-reduced platelets
7. Identification of new KLF1 and LU alleles during the resolution of Lutheran typing discrepancies
8. A novel, bedside technique to rapidly identify umbilical cord blood units with high total nucleated cell numbers
9. Plerixafor is safe and efficacious for mobilization of peripheral blood stem cells in pediatric patients
10. Blood graft cellular composition and posttransplant outcomes in myeloma patients mobilized with or without low-dose cyclophosphamide: a randomized comparison